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ABSTRACT

We report the discovery of a putative radio relic, 830 kpc in length and found toward the outskirts of galaxy cluster Abell 1697 (z =

0.181), using the LOFAR Two Meter Sky Survey (LoTSS) at 144 MHz. With an X-ray-inferred mass of MX−ray
500 = 2.9+0.8

−0.7 × 1014 M�,
this places Abell 1697 among the least massive relic hosts. The relic is also detected at 325 MHz in the Westerbork Northern Sky
Survey (WENSS) and at 1.4 GHz in the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS) with an average spectral index of α(144, 325, 1400 MHz) =
−0.98± 0.01 and magnetic field of Beq ∼ 0.6 µG. This relic, located in the northeast periphery of the cluster, is 300 kpc wide, exhibits
a gradual spectral steepening across the width (α1.4GHz

144MHz(in j) = −0.70 ± 0.11 to α1.4GHz
144MHz(edge) = −1.19 ± 0.15), as well as indications

of a co-spatial X-ray (ROSAT) shock and the radio relic emission. The radio power of the relic is P1.4GHz = 8.5 ± 1.1 × 1023 W Hz−1,
which is found to be in good agreement with the expected empirical correlation between the radio power and Largest Linear Size
(LLS) of relics. The relic is trailed by extended (790 × 550 kpc) diffuse radio emission towards the cluster center, that is likely an
ultra-steep spectrum (α1.4GHz

144MHz < −1.84) radio source. This structure is also found to be older by at least 190 Myrs, has a very low
surface brightness of 0.3 µJy arcsec−2 and magnetic field Beq ∼ 0.8 µG, similar to that of a radio phoenix. Finally, we discuss the
possible mechanisms responsible for the relic and the trailing diffuse radio emission, invoking re-acceleration due to wake turbulence,
as well as the revival of fossil electrons from an old AGN activity by the cluster merger shocks.

Key words. Galaxies: clusters: individual: Abell 1697 – Radio continuum: general – X-rays: galaxies: clusters – Shock waves –
non-thermal – large-scale structure of Universe

1. Introduction

With the improved sensitivity of radio telescopes in recent years,
diffuse and elongated radio sources—usually known as radio
relics—are observed in a growing number of galaxy clusters (c.f.
review by van Weeren et al. 2019). The largest among these
('1 Mpc) are the bow-shock relics, which occur at the periph-
eries of galaxy clusters. They are low surface brightness ∼ 0.1
- 1 µJy arcsec−2 at 1.4 GHz, highly polarised (20-30%), and
are thought to originate from non-thermal synchrotron emission
(e.g. van Weeren et al. 2019). These spectacular objects can be of
two major types, symmetric doubles (e.g. Abell 3376, Bagchi et
al. 2006)), or single bow-like relics (e.g. Abell 2744, Paul et al.
2019) termed as ‘cluster relic shocks’ (van Weeren et al. 2019)
because of the strong evidence in favour of their association with
cluster merger shocks.

Galaxy cluster mergers are the most energetic events in
the Universe since the Big Bang itself, releasing a tremendous
amount (∼ 1064 ergs) of energy (Sarazin 2002) within a time
span of & 1 Gyr. This creates an extreme pressure gradient in
the intracluster medium (ICM), causing expansion at supersonic
speeds (Paul 2012), and producing strong Mpc-scale shocks that
travel across the cluster medium, reaching the cluster periph-
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ery. In the process, they dissipate energy by heating and gen-
erating turbulence in the ICM (Kang et al. 1996; Paul et al.
2011). These collision-less shocks are also known for efficiently
accelerating charged particles via diffusive shock acceleration
(DSA); Drury 1983) and magnetic field amplifiers (Iapichino &
Brüggen 2012), eventually producers of radio emission through
synchrotron process, creating radio relics (Kang et al. 2012). Al-
ternatively, merger shocks can also re-accelerate fossil or ghost
electrons from the past events of radio galaxies through com-
pression, to produce relic emissions called the phoenix (Enßlin,
& Gopal-Krishna 2001; Kang et al. 2012).

Relativistic electrons loose energy very fast through syn-
chrotron emission and inverse Compton cooling with an aver-
age life of about 106 years, indicating a surviving structure of
just about 100 kpc (Kang et al. 2017). But, the radio structures
in discussion, are of Mpc in size that remains visible for Gyrs.
Therefore, to keep alive a radio structure of an order larger in size
and timescale, the constant injection of relativistic electrons is
absolutely necessary. Cluster merger shocks are the in-situ parti-
cle accelerators, reputedly injecting relativistic electrons contin-
uously (Ensslin et al. 1998), keeping the bow-shock radio relics
alive for long (>Gyr). These shocks are analogous to the tsunami
waves, becoming stronger (increasing in Mach number) as they
reach the cluster periphery (Enßlin 2006; Paul et al. 2011), ef-
ficiently accelerating charged particles at the cluster outskirts
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through DSA mechanism, making radio emission better visible
as cluster peripheral relics. Since particle acceleration happens
only at a small width near to the shock front, the spectral index
of peripheral radio emission steepens behind the surface of injec-
tion due to synchrotron losses or ageing. Therefore, the spectral
index distribution observed across these relics, typically show a
flat spectrum at the outer edge that gradually steepens towards
the inner edge (Stroe et al. 2014). Radio phoenixes, by contrast,
are due to re-energizing of the aged electrons from the Mpc scale
old AGN lobes by low Mach shocks (de Gasperin et al. 2015),
thus producing relic radio emission with extremely steep spec-
trum with curvature. They can be found both in the central region
and the outskirts of the clusters (Hoeft et al. 2004).

Relics are detected more commonly in massive merging sys-
tems (de Gasperin et al. 2014). Low mass clusters and groups are
however, more affected by mergers and various non-gravitational
processes (Lovisari et al. 2015), and contain high levels of
cosmic-rays (Jubelgas, et al. 2008) likely due to frequent AGN
feedback events (Gilmour et al. 2007; Sivakoff, et al. 2008).
Since the sound speed in the ICM depends on ICM tempera-
ture, a merger of given velocity can produce a much higher Mach
number shock in deeper core ICM of low mass, low temperature
clusters than in higher mass clusters (Sarazin 2002). This would
mean, if all relics are shock generated, their fraction may be ob-
served to increase in low mass systems as the sensitivity of radio
and X-ray surveys improve. But, so far, only a few relics have
been reported to be found in low mass clusters (de Gasperin et
al. 2014, 2017; Kale et al. 2017; Dwarakanath et al. 2018).

We made the serendipitous discovery of a large diffuse radio
relic emission in the low mass (M500 < 5 × 1014 M�) cluster
Abell 1697 while searching the field of cluster Abell 1682 in
the LOFAR Two Meter Sky Survey (LoTSS). With further in-
spection, the relic-like emission in the cluster outskirts is also
detected at 325 MHz WENSS and at high frequency 1.4 GHz
NVSS maps. Here, in this work, we present a multi-wavelength
study using the radio LoTSS, WENSS, NVSS, TGSS-ADR and
VLA First survey, ROSAT survey in X-ray and Pan-STARRS1
optical survey data to report this discovery. We introduce the
paper in Section 1. Detailed multi-wavelength properties of the
cluster is presented in Section 2. We discuss our findings and
conclude the paper in Section 3 and Section 4 respectively.

We assumed ΛCDM cosmology with parameters H0 = 70.2,
ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 for this study. The redshift of the cluster is
z = 0.181, yielding a luminosity distance DL = 869.2 Mpc and
angular scale of 3.026 kpc per arcsecond.

2. Cluster Abell 1697

Abell 1697, also known as RXC J1313.1+4616, is a cluster in the
northern sky at 13:13:04.56, +46:15:52.7 (J2000). This moder-
ately distant cluster at a spectroscopic redshift of z = 0.1813 ±
0.0006 (Clerc et al. 2016) hosts 84 galaxies within a radius of 9
arcmin (Gal-Yam et al. 2008). Its colour dependent stellar mass
is reported to be 1.32±0.31 ×1013 M� (Sharon et al. 2007), while
the total SZ mass is MS Z

500 = 4.34+0.32
−0.33 × 1014 M� (Planck Cata-

logue: PSZ2 G111.75+70.37, Planck Collaboration et al. 2016).
The cluster has X-ray brightness of 1.5 ± 0.3 × 1044erg s−1 (0.1-
2.4 keV, ROSAT survey, Clerc et al. 2016). While, no X-ray
estimated mass is reported yet, we provide estimates based on
luminosity-mass scaling relations in section 2.2.

Fig. 1. Contours of low resolution (20′′ × 20′′) LoTSS at
144 MHz (black), NVSS at 1.4 GHz (red) and TGSS at 150 MHz
(blue) on WENSS (325 MHz) gray colour map. Contours are at
−3, 5, 9, 13, 17, 34, 68, 136, 272, 544, 1088×σ for LoTSS with rms σ =
150 µJy, NVSS at −3, 3, 5, 7, 9, 18, 36, 72, 144×σwith σ = 350 µJy and
TGSS at −3, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 × σ with σ = 3 mJy. The relic and
the trailing radio emission is highlighted by green dashed polygon (‘A’)
and a circle (‘B’) respectively. ‘S1’ and ‘S2’ are two point like radio
sources inside the cluster. The Abell cluster centre is marked as yellow
cross.

Fig. 2. Pan-STARRS1 ‘i’ band optical image overplotted with LoTSS
low-resolution contours (same as Fig.1). Inset: High-resolution VLA
First and LOFAR contours for the central radio source are overplotted
on Pan-STARRS1 image. VLA First contours are at 3, 6, 12, 24, 48 ×
150 µJy and LoTSS contours are at 10, 20, 40, 80, 160 × σ. ‘S3’
(13:13:03.0, 46.15.48.6) is the third radio point source in Abell 1697.
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Table 1. (a) Names of the surveys, their respective rms and beam size is given in the first three columns. Size, flux density and power of the
proposed relic in the next three columns. Final two columns reads the size and flux density of the trailing diffuse emission. (b) Position, flux and
radio powers of each of the point sources (i.e. S1 and S2) are given in columns 2nd to 7th respectively.

(a) Diffuse radio structures
Survey rms beam Relic Trail (phoenix?)
(Frequency (MHz)) (µJy beam−1) (′′) [Size (′′) Flux (mJy) Power (W Hz−1)] [Size (′′) Flux (mJy) ]
LOFAR (144) 150 20 × 20, PA 90◦ 275 × 100 97.1 ± 9.8 8.8 ± 0.9 × 1024 260 × 180 96.9 ± 9.8
TGSS-ADR1 (150) 3000 25 × 25, PA 0◦ – – – – –
WENSS (325) 2000 54 × 54, PA 0◦ 142 × 85 34.9 ± 3.5 3.2 ± 0.3 × 1024 – –
NVSS (1.4 GHz) 350 45 × 45, PA 0◦ 205 × 75 9.4 ± 1.2 8.5 ± 1.1 × 1023 – –

(b) Radio point sources
Survey Source ‘S1’ Source ‘S2’

[Position Flux (mJy)] [Position Flux (mJy)]
(RA: DEC:) (RA: DEC:)

LOFAR 13:12:59.6 46.15.40.3 449.0±44.9 13:13:13.7 46.18.25.0 3.6±0.4
TGSS-ADR1 413.2±42.0 –
WENSS 307.8±31.2 –
NVSS 51.1±5.2 0.4±0.2

2.1. Radio signatures

In the field of Abell 1697, no diffuse radio relic or halo emis-
sion was previously reported. We report the newly-discovered
extended, diffuse radio emission using LoTSS, Data Release 1
(Shimwell et al. 2019). LoTSS provides a very deep image with
150 µJy Beam−1 at 144 MHz. The black contour map in Fig-
ure 1 shows the diffuse emission above 5σ. The region demar-
cated as ‘A’ resembles peripheral relic structure. The proposed
relic is also observed at 325 MHz WENSS (Gray) and at 1.4
GHz NVSS (red contour), and only the brightest part is visible
in TGSS-ADR1 at 150 MHz (blue contour). This relic is also at-
tached to an extended trailing diffuse radio emission (as seen in
LoTSS contour) towards the cluster centre, marked as ‘B’.

In Figure 2, we overlaid radio contours of LoTSS on
PanSTARRS1 optical image which shows that the extended ra-
dio emission on the North-East (NE) side of the cluster can-
not be linked to any point sources, confirming its diffuse na-
ture. The central radio source (‘S1’) that appears to be a point-
like in NVSS, WENSS and extended one in TGSS as well as in
LoTSS maps, resolved in VLA FIRST survey (see red contours
in Fig 2, inset). Apparently, it consists of a radio double and a ra-
dio galaxy towards East of the double source. These radio point
sources are found to be well correlated with their optical counter-
parts. A diffuse optical emission can also be noticed just behind
the relic front. A further investigation with GALEX Near and Far
ultraviolet (UV) images and reported HII emission (Strobel et al.
1991) indicate a possible star-forming region. This region is far
behind the peripheral radio relic structure, ruling out having any
physical connection between these two emissions.

We computed the flux densities (S ) of observed radio sources
within 3σ contours (σ is noise rms of the images given in Ta-
ble 1, 5σ for LoTSS) and flux density errors (σS ) using the usual
relation

σS =
√

(0.1S )2 + N(σ)2 (1)

where N is the number of beams covered by the total diffuse
emission and 0.1S (i.e., 10% of S ) was assumed as the possible
error due to calibration uncertainties.

The peripheral relic towards NE of the cluster is a bright
source at 144 MHz with flux density of 97.1±9.8 mJy and size of

830×300 kpc. The relic visible in NVSS map is of 620×225 kpc.
It is a low brightness object at 1.4 GHz with a flux density of
9.4 ± 1.2 mJy and radio power of 8.5 ± 1.1 × 1023 W Hz−1. The
large trailing emission behind the shock observed in LoTSS map
(‘B’ in Fig 1) is about 790 kpc long and 550 kpc in width having
flux density of 96.9 ± 9.8 mJy (at 144 MHz). Except for a bright
point source (‘S2’), the trailing emission is not well detected at
NVSS or WENSS map and nothing is observed in TGSS map.
The point-like source (‘S1’ in Fig. 1) observed in all the sur-
vey’s is a very bright source at low frequency (144 MHz) with
a flux density of 449.0 ± 44.9 mJy. Further, detailed parame-
ters measured at different observed frequencies are given in Ta-
ble 1 (a)&(b).

2.1.1. Radio spectral properties

The images were first re-gridded with IMREGRID task of CASA
and thereafter beams are convolved to the beam of 1.4 GHz
NVSS i.e. 45′′ × 45′′ with the IMSMOOTH task. The UV cov-
erage cannot be homogenized as these are survey images from
different telescopes. The images were then masked below 3σ
using the NVSS image. Finally, we computed the spectral index
using CASA IMMATH task with the relation,

α =
log(S ν2/S ν1 )
log(ν2/ν1)

(2)

where S ν# and ν# (with ν1 > ν2 ) are the flux densities and the re-
spective observed frequencies. Spectral index error map is made
using the relation given below (Kim & Trippe 2014)

αerr(αν2,ν1 ) =
1

log(ν2/ν1)
×

σ2
ν1

I2
ν1

+
σ2
ν2

I2
ν2

 1
2

(3)

with I as the total intensity at respective frequencies at each of
the pixels.

Figure 3 left panel shows a spectral index map of the stud-
ied radio features combining the images at 144 MHz (LoTSS)
and 1.4 GHz (NVSS). The corresponding error map is plot-
ted in Figure 3 right panel. The average spectral index of the
proposed relic part (i.e. ‘A’, with 3σ detection of NVSS) is
about α = −0.96 ± 0.17. The spectral index at the shock
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Fig. 3. Left panel: Spectral index map using LOFAR 144 MHz and NVSS 1.4 GHz. Right panel: Spectral index error map for the same

front (i.e., at injection) is αin j = −0.70 ± 0.14, which steep-
ens across the relic gradually and falls to αedge = −1.19 ±
0.23. The average combined spectral index of the relic is
found to be α(144, 325, 1400 MHz) = −0.98 ± 0.01. Be-
cause of non-detection of the structure ‘B’ in both NVSS and
WENSS, we computed the upper limits using the local rms of
0.35 mJy beam−1 (NVSS) and 2 mJy beam−1 (WENSS) respec-
tively, and excluded the point source, marked as ‘S2’ in Fig-
ure 1. Upper limits for the spectral index thus computed are
α1.4GHz

144MHz(trail) < −1.84 & α330MHz
144MHz(trail) < −2.02. The aver-

age spectral index for the source ‘S1’ is computed as α1.4GHz
144MHz =

−0.96±0.02. Using the relation of Mach number and the spectral
index i.e.

M2 =
2α − 3
2α + 1

(4)

(considering DSA mechanism; see Blandford et al. 1987; Co-
lafrancesco et al. 2017), we computed the average Mach number
of the shock asM = 2.31+0.50

−0.27 (using the average spectral index
of α1.4GHz

144MHz = −0.96 ± 0.17) for the proposed relic.

2.2. X-ray properties

Figure 4 shows the photon count map of ROSAT survey at 0.1-
2.4 keV. Gray colour represents the photon counts and dark green
contours are the mild Gaussian smoothed map. NVSS Radio
flux is over-plotted as red contours. The ROSAT X-ray survey
data is of just 0.6 ks, inadequate to create any X-ray brightness
or temperature maps. Nonetheless, the dark green contours of
the mildly smoothed photon counts show an overall asymmet-
ric morphology, clumpy and extended towards North-West. We
also find that the photon count does not vary smoothly or decline
monotonically.

The observed peak and extreme end of the radio relic-like
diffuse emission (see red NVSS contours towards NE) are about
270′′ and 340′′ (i.e., about 815 kpc and 1.02 Mpc respectively)

Fig. 4. ROSAT X-ray photon count map (0.1-2.4 keV) presented in gray,
mildly and highly Gaussian smoothed contours are in dark green and
blue respectively. NVSS and LoTSS radio contours are shown in red
and black respectively. Red dashed circle represents r500 radius, where
the X-ray peak (centre) and the Abell cluster centre were marked as
cyan ‘+’ and yellow ‘×’ respectively.

away from the X-ray peak or the X-ray centre (peak of mild
Gaussian smoothed map at 13:13:08.6, +46:16:48.9, marked as
cyan plus in Fig. 4). Further, we plotted the radial profile of pho-
ton count for a sector that encloses the radio relic in Figure 5(b).
A dip in the profile, possibly indicating a shock front at around
280±23′′ from the X-ray centre (i.e. 850±70 kpc from the Gaus-
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Fig. 5. Panel a: Shows the sector for which radial profile of X-ray photon count (0.1-2.4 keV ROSAT survey data) is displayed in panel (b). Panel
b: Photon count radial profile for the sector containing the radio relic shown in panel (a) and the cluster radio shock position (blue vertical line).
Distance of the inner and the outer edge of the radio relic (from the X-ray peak) are indicated with dark green vertical dashed lines.

sian peak fit). This feature overlaps with the cluster radio shock
(relic) and the shock front as shown in Figure 5(b) with green
vertical dashed-lines (at 235′′ and 320′′ i.e. ∼ 710 − 970 kpc).
We caution the reader that ROSAT data have a large point spread
function and low significance, making shock identification ex-
ceedingly difficult at moderate redshifts such as this one.

The reported X-ray luminosity for photon energy range of
0.1-2.4 keV (ROSAT) is L500 = 1.5±0.3×1044 erg s−1 (SPIDERS
clusters, Clerc et al. (2016)). Adopting the method described by
Mantz et al. (2018), equation no. 6, we have estimated a mass of
2.9+0.8
−0.7 × 1014 M�. The reported SZ mass of MS Z

500 = 4.34+032
−0.33 ×

1014 M� is in rough agreement with the mass computed from
X-ray data. Using the virial radius relation derived from the self-
similarity (Kaiser 1986) i.e.,

rvir =
[
3M200/(4π∇c(z)ρcr(z))

]1/3 (5)

(where M200 is virial mass, ∇c(z) and ρcr(z) are the over density
ratio and critical density at redshift z respectively), we estimated
the virial radius of r200=1.3 Mpc i.e., r500 ∼ 1 Mpc (using X-ray
mass of 2.9 × 1014 M�) as shown in Figure 4. Further, our esti-
mate for the average temperature of the gas, Tg, is 3.5 keV (i.e.
4.0 × 107K) as calculated from the relation TX = 2.34 L1/2

44 h50

(Böhringer et al. 2000) using LX = 1.5 × 1044 erg s−1 for uncor-
rected X-ray luminosity.

3. Discussion

The elongated, peripheral diffuse radio emission found in the
field of cluster Abell 1697 has a largest linear size of 830 kpc
and width of 300 kpc in LoTSS map. Extreme end of this pro-
posed relic emission is found at about r500 i.e., ∼1 Mpc away
from the X-ray peak (see Fig. 4). The emission is purely dif-
fuse in nature as evident from the radio and optical images (see

section 2.1). The average spectral index estimated for this relic
is relatively flat (α1.4GHz

144MHz = −0.96 ± 0.17), but well within the
variations found in relics so far (van Weeren et al. 2019). The
average equipartition magnetic field estimated (see the method
in Jamrozy et al. 2004) as 0.6 µG. The spectrum of the relic
is flatter at the front i.e. at injection (αin j = −0.70 ± .14) and
gradually steepens to (αedge = −1.19 ± 0.23) at the inner edge,
indicating a Compton synchrotron emission process with contin-
uous injection (Bonafede et al. 2012), usually a characteristic of
peripheral relics. Further, we found that the proposed relic per-
fectly follow the correlation of relic radio power (at 1.4 GHz)
and its size (LLS) with a correlation slope of 2.17±0.25 (see the
plot in Fig 6), first discussed in Feretti et al. (2012) and recently
updated in Paul et al. (2019).

From the ROSAT survey X-ray map (i.e., Fig.4), we detect
features indicative of ongoing dynamical activities in the cluster.
The contours from the X-ray photon count map coincide well
with the radio relic morphology (see Fig.4 and section 2.2). Also
strikingly, a dip in X-ray photon count observed in the profile
map at a distance of 850 ± 70 kpc from the X-ray peak. This
potential shock is in the sector that encloses the radio relic (see
Fig. 5 (b)), and reasonably matches with the distance between
the X-ray peak to the brightest radio emission (i.e. 815 kpc). The
relic front (i.e. 970 kpc), as well as its extension (∼ 710 − 970
kpc), indicates a connection between the peripheral radio emis-
sion and the X-ray shock. An inadequate photon count restricted
us from making a temperature profile to confirm this connection.

3.1. Turbulent re-acceleration by wake turbulence?

We performed a cosmological simulation for a merging cluster
using ENZO, an N-Body plus hydrodynamic, Adaptive Mesh
Refinement (AMR) code (Bryan et al. 2014). A realization of
a sky patch with a linear scale of 128 Mpc (1 + z)−1h−1 [i.e. hav-
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Fig. 6. BCES-Bisector fit for the radio power (1.4 GHz) vs LSS cor-
relation. Data collected from Feretti et al. 2012; Paul et al. 2019; van
Weeren et al. 2019. Relic found in Abell 1697 is plotted as red point
with error bars.

ing a co-moving volume of (128 Mpc h−1)3] is produced in a flat
ΛCDM background cosmology. The radio emission is computed
from the simulated merging cluster implementing synchrotron
emission mechanism invoking both the DSA and Turbulent Re-
connection Acceleration (TRA) as the electron injection models
to understand the large radio emission found in Abell 1697. For
more details of this simulation studies, as well as the time series
of cluster merger events and its thermal and non-thermal energy
evolution, please see Appendix A.1.

In Figure 7(a), we see a post merger thermal shock produc-
ing the wake turbulence behind it (see Fig. 7(b)). The simulated
mock radio as well as X-ray map (using cloudy code, Ferland et
al. (2017)), shown in Figure 7(c), indeed show a possibility of
finding a peripheral relic due to DSA along with a trailing radio
emission extending till the cluster centre due to TRA, thus ten-
tatively explaining the observed radio structures reported in this
study.

3.2. A radio lobe angle?

Giant radio galaxies usually have two symmetric radio lobes.
Also, the brightest emission observed inside the proposed relic
does not resemble the hot-spots of a radio galaxy in morphology,
magnetic field strength (much lower at ∼ 1.4 µG), as well the
unusually steep spectrum (α < −1). The trailing diffuse emis-
sion shows an extremely steep average spectrum (upper limit)
of αtrail ≤ −1.84 with an average magnetic field and age of the
electrons computed as 0.8 µG and 190 Myr respectively (using
the method of Jamrozy et al. 2004), hardly fits the characteristics
of an active giant radio galaxy. Further, the brightest source (i.e.
‘S1’ in Fig. 1) does not seem to be just a point source as indi-
cated from its steep spectrum (α < −1). Indeed, the VLA FIRST
map resolves it to two prominent radio sources (Fig. 2, inset).
One is a bright radio double source with a central optical coun-
terpart having VLA FIRST (1.4 GHz) flux density of 40.4 ± 4.1

mJy. The two other optical sources observed near to each of the
radio lobes do not match the radio peak positions. One among
them in the NE direction is not even marked as a galaxy in NED.
Therefore, the central radio source is a confirmed double source,
surely not the core of a giant radio galaxy. The second radio
source S3, is a very weak one with VLA FIRST 1.4 GHz radio
power of P1.4 GHz = 5.24 ± 1.26 × 1023 W Hz−1, unlikely to host
a giant radio source of size more than a Mpc (Lara et al. 2004).

3.3. Is the trailing diffuse emission a radio phoenix?

The other feasible situation is that the structure is a revived radio
lobe. The spectral index upper limit of the trailing diffuse radio
emission (α1.4GHz

144MHz(trail) < −1.84 & α330MHz
144MHz(trail) < −2.02) in-

dicates it likely falls in the category of ultra-steep spectrum radio
sources. A cluster merger shock may have passed through the
ghost electron clouds from the past AGN activity and revived
the fossil electrons by adiabatic shock compression, as in the
scenario proposed by Enßlin, & Gopal-Krishna 2001, called the
radio phoenixes. The proposed phoenix has a large size of about
800 × 550 kpc with extremely faint radio surface brightness of
0.3 µJy arcsec−2 at 144 MHz LoTSS map. The estimated mag-
netic field strength is low, with an average of ∼ 0.8 µG and the
average electron age of 190 Myrs. The distance of the phoenix
centre to the shock front is about 500 kpc. With a shock speed
of ∼ 2020 km s−1, as computed from the average shock Mach
number of M ∼ 2.3 and the temperature of ∼ 3.5 keV (from
the relation Vsh =M[1480(Tg/108K)1/2] km s−1 (Sarazin 1988)
where Tg is the temperature of the downstream ICM gas), the
shock passage time is about 250 Myrs, thus indicating a strong
case of revival of fossil electrons to generate the trailing diffuse
radio emission found in cluster Abell 1697 at 144 MHz LoTSS
maps.

4. Conclusions

We report the discovery of a relic-like diffuse radio emission
from the outskirts of the cluster Abell 1697 as well as an ex-
tremely steep spectrum diffuse radio emission trailing behind
the said relic. LoTSS, NVSS and WENSS radio maps, along
with the X-ray map from the ROSAT All-Sky Survey, provide
reasonable evidence that the structure is a peripheral relic. The
trailing diffuse radio emission has very low surface brightness
and an extremely steep spectrum, indicative of a radio phoenix.

We discussed various possibilities to understand the mecha-
nism responsible for the observed radio structures invoking tur-
bulent re-acceleration as well as the process of revival of fossil
electron clouds from an old AGN activity. However, no firm con-
clusions on its origin can be drawn due to the absence of deep
observations, mainly at high radio frequencies and in X-rays.
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Fig. 7. Panel a: and Panel b: shows respectively the post-merger temperature shock and the vorticity magnitude (ω̄ = ∇ × v̄ (representing
turbulence) of a simulated cluster. Panel c: Modelled mock radio map considering radio emission from both DSA and TRA electrons (see
Appendix A.1) plotted as gray (zoomed on the cluster). The computed X-ray luminosity is overlaid in red contours. Co-ordinates shown are
arbitrary.
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Appendix A: Modelling of cluster radio emission
through cosmological simulations

A cosmological simulation for a merging cluster was performed
using ENZO, an N-Body plus hydrodynamic, Adaptive Mesh
Refinement (AMR) code (Bryan et al. 2014). A flat ΛCDM
background cosmology with ΩΛ = 0.7257, Ωm = 0.2743, Ωb =
0.0458, h = 0.702 and primordial power spectrum normalization
σ8 = 0.816 derived from WMAP (Komatsu et al. 2009) were
used. The simulation was initialized at redshift z = 60 using the
Eisenstein & Hu (1999) transfer function, and evolved up to red-
shift z = 0. An ideal equation of state was used for the gas, with
γ = 5/3. Since the emergence and propagation of shocks are the
most important events in this study, we thus captured the shocks
very efficiently and resolved the grids adaptively wherever the
shock is generated and passes by using the method described in
Vazza et al. (2009). In order to capture the correct energy distri-
bution of the ICM, radiative cooling (Sarazin & White 1987) and
a star formation feedback scheme was applied (Cen 1992). Radio
emission modelling was done as the post-processing numerical
analysis by using the yt-tools (Turk et al. 2011). A detailed de-
scription of the simulation can be found in Paul et al. (2018).

Cosmological simulations were performed to create a sky re-
alization with a linear scale of 128 Mpc (1 + z)−1h−1 [i.e. having
a co-moving volume of (128 Mpc h−1)3] with 0.3 million parti-
cles and 643 grids at the root grid level. We further introduced 2
child grids and inside the innermost child grid of (32 Mpc h−1)3

co-moving volume, we implemented 4 levels of AMR based
on both over-densities and the shock strength. With this set-up,
we achieved about 30 kpc h−1 co-moving spatial resolution and
mass resolution of about 108M� at the highest resolved grids.
For further details of the simulations and resolution studies of
our numerical schemes, readers are suggested to go through Paul
et al. (2017, 2018).

Appendix A.1: Radio emission modelling

Radio emission takes place in a magnetised medium if relativis-
tic charged particles (usually the electrons) are available. The
ICM is known to host magnetic field of µG order (Govoni & Fer-
etti 2004) that can be achieved through turbulent dynamo model
applied on primordial seed magnetic field (Subramanian et al.
2006). But, the model is highly dependent on the degree of tur-
bulence in the ICM. A saturation of magnetisation can be ob-
tained once the turbulence fully develops in the medium, usually
Kolmogorov type i.e. E(k) ∝ k−5/3 (where k is wave number,
and E(k) is the energy per unit volume in k-space). Therefore,
the equipartition is considered between magnetic energy density
B2

8π and the turbulent kinetic energy density ρεturb in this condi-
tion (Subramanian 1998). A detailed description and the physical
verification of the model can be found in Paul et al. (2018).

It is well known that the thermally distributed ICM parti-
cles, after shock acceleration (through DSA), or turbulent re-
acceleration (TRA), produce a power-law energy distribution(

dne

dEe

)
∝ E−δ (A.1)

where δ is the spectral index of the injected electron energy. For
DSA, the value is 2 or more steeper (Drury 1983). For TRA, the
electron energy power-law with a simple assumption would be
to consider a fully developed Kolmogorov type turbulence i.e. δ
to be 5

2 (de Gouveia dal Pino & Lazarian 2005; Fang & Linden
2016).

Synchrotron radio emission is thus calculated using the stan-
dard synchrotron emission formula

d2P(νobs)
dVdν

=

√
3e3B

8mec2

∫ Emax

Emin

dEe F
(
νobs

νc

) (
dne

dEe

)
inj

(A.2)

where F(x) = x
∫ ∞

x K5/3(x′)dx′ is the synchrotron function, K5/3
is the modified Bessel function, and νc is the critical frequency
of synchrotron emission,

νc = 3γ2eB/(4πme) = 1.6 (B/1µG)(Ee/10GeV)2 GHz (A.3)

dne
dEe

is the injected electron energy spectrum determined either by
DSA (Hong et al. 2015) or the TRA mechanism (Fang & Linden
2016). Here, we did not include synchrotron aging model, which
may lead to a slightly different spectrum of radio emission at low
frequencies. For a detailed account of the computation of radio
emissions for this study, see Paul et al. (2018).

A cluster merger scenario from our cosmological simulation
is plotted in Figure A.1. The columns from left to right rep-
resent specific phases of the galaxy cluster merger stage. The
top row shows density maps. Figure A.1(a) clearly show mul-
tiple groups approaching each other i.e. pre-merger state. Fig-
ure A.1(b) shows that the groups merged into a single structure.
Finally, Figure A.1(c) shows that the structure becomes almost
spheroidal during the post merger relaxation phase. Further rows
are for the same states as the above but representing temperature,
vorticity magnitude (ω̄ = ∇ × v̄, representing turbulence) and fi-
nally computed radio map, from top to bottom respectively.

The temperature maps show, at pre-merger state, there is
only a weak compression shock (most whitish part in the map).
Merger shock launched at the centre of the panel (e) and after
about 1.2 Gyr of traveling through the cluster medium, it crosses
little more than an Mpc (see panel (f)) to reach the cluster pe-
riphery, similar to the observed cluster Abell 1697, though two
sided. In the vorticity map in panel (i), it can be noticed that the
turbulence is generated behind the shock front as well as within
a long trail of wake turbulence almost reaching the cluster centre
(encircled by white dashed line), specifically for the shock on
the right side of the image. The computed radio emission for the
same (in panel (l)) shows a long radio emission trail (encircled
by black dashed line) behind the shock (simulated radio relic),
generated due to turbulent re-acceleration from the wake turbu-
lence.
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Fig. A.1. Each panel is a slice plot of a 5 × 5 Mpc2 area focused on a time series of cluster merger event. Density (first row), Temperature (second
row), Vorticity magnitude (third row) and Radio emissions maps of simulated cluster at a pre-merger (first column), merger (second column) and
post merger (third column) state. The while and black dashed circle in Panel (i)&(l) respectively are wake turbulence and corresponding radio
emission from TRA electrons.
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